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The Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film opened its 2015-2016 Main Stage season 
with a production of Dancing at Lughnasa by Brian Friel in the Studio Theatre on October 8, 
2015.  This thesis project encompasses the Technical Direction of Dancing at Lughnasa.   
As Technical Director, my principle duties included costing, sourcing, and purchasing all 
materials required to construct the scenic elements, as designed by the scenic designer Kaitlyn 
Peterson, engineering and drafting all construction drawings needed to execute the design, 
developing a build calendar, and supervising scene shop labor to ensure safe and timely 
completion of all elements, organizing the loading in of all scenic elements, and coordinating the 
load-in and strike of all other elements with the Lighting, Sound, and Properties departments.   
Appendices include technical direction paperwork, construction drawings, and production 
photos. 
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Chapter I:  Introduction 
The Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film started its 2015-2016 Main Stage season 
with a production of Dancing at Lughnasa in the Studio Theatre opening on October 8, 2015.  
Performances ran through October 18, 2015.  The production team consisted of Director Laura 
Lippmann, Scenic Designer Kaitlyn Peterson, Lighting Designer Sheric Hull, Sound Designer 
Sonia Sandoval, Costume Designer Megan Cudd, and Properties Master Lisa Haldeman.   
This thesis is an overview of the Technical Direction of Dancing at Lughnasa, covering 
the preproduction planning, budgeting, drafting, construction, load-in, strike, and safe use of all 
scenic elements, as envisioned by the Scenic Designer and the production team; including 
costing documents, construction drawings, daily build progress, and management of student 
labor. 
Dancing at Lughnasa was written by Brian Friel in 1990.  It is a “memory play” told 
from the point of view of Michael Evans about life in the family cottage from the fall of 1936. 
Michael grew up in a cottage near the fictional town of Ballybeg, Ireland with his mother, 
Christina, his four aunts, Kate, Maggie, Agnes, Rosie, and his uncle, Jack who has returned from 
a leper colony in Uganda where he has spent the last 25 years as a missionary.  The action of the 
play revolves around the daily interactions of the family members.  Jack has become ill and 
returned home to die.  Kate, the oldest sister and matriarch of the family, takes on the lead care 
giver role for Jack.  The time spent in Africa has had an effect on Jacks religious beliefs, when 

he left, Jack was a Catholic missionary but now admires many of the pagan practices of the 
native Ugandans.  This change puts Jack at odds with Kate and many of the townspeople.   
The conflict between Catholicism and Pagan rituals plays a pivotal role in the play, as 
during this period Ireland was under a strict Catholic government, and a ban was placed on all 
festivals deemed “pagan” by the Catholic church.  In addition to the governments restriction on 
pagan festivals, jazz music was thought to lead to lewd and immoral behavior causing the 
passing of The Dance Hall Act of 1935, which made it nearly impossible to hold a public dance 
without permission from the church, local government, and police.  The influence of The Dance 
Hall Act is clearly evident in Dancing at Lughnasa, the familys prize possession was a wireless 
radio that worked intermittently, playing jazz music from America, causing the entire household 
to erupt into a wild frenzy of dancing.  The influence of the radio on the plot was important 
enough that Friel made it a named character “Marconi,” serving as a microcosm for the social 
concerns of Ireland at the time.  The Dance Hall Act can also be seen as a direct influence on the 
characters of Maggie, Christina, Michael, and Gerry.  
Maggie takes care of the cottage, cooks the meals, and looks after the animals.  Maggie 
has a joyful demeanor, which seems to be the only source of life in the home, often joking, 
laughing, and breaking into song and dance.  Her happiness seems infectious, provoking even the 
usually somber Kate into dancing on occasion.  Maggie often recalls going to dances and tries to 
convince the sisters to go to the upcoming Lughnasa harvest festival dance.  Her character 
contrasts the reasons why The Dance Hall Act was passed showing the joy of the celebrations.   
In direct contrast to the fun loving character of Maggie, Christina’s relationship with 
Gerry Evans was the threat to society that Irelands government feared when it passed The Dance 
Hall Act.  Gerry was an accomplished dancer. He was charming, he told grand tales of his 
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exploits, all of which he fabricated, and he was always searching for the next great thing.  
Christina falls in love with him each time he visits and is heartbroken every time he breaks his 
promise to return. Michael was their illegitimate son; whom Gerry had only seen a few times 
during his life. Gerry’s character was the personification of the corrupt morals that were 
associated with public dances and Christina and Michael were the helpless victims of his charm. 
During the second act Michaels narration moves forward to the present day and he 
narrates what has happened to the family since that summer.  Kate loses her job as a school 
teacher because of popular concerns about Jack.  Jack dies of a heart attack within the year.  A 
new knitting factory opens nearby, making Agnes and Rosie’s goods obsolete    Agnes and Rosie 
move to London where they live in abject poverty until their deaths.  Upon reading Gerrys 
obituary, Michael discovers that Gerry was married and had another family.   
The production had a scenic budget of $2,500.00 and six weeks of shop hours to build 
and load-in all scenic elements.  The audience seating was in an arena configuration around the 
perimeter of the Studio Theatre with approximately four feet of space between the platform and 
audience risers at the corners of the platform.  The performance space consisted of a 16 x 14 
platform 18 above the stage floor positioned on a diagonal to the audience risers. The platform 
was faced to resemble a fieldstone foundation.  Directly above the platform was a floating ceiling 
of the same 16 x 14 outside dimensions and 6 in height suspended 11 above the platform.  In 
addition to the main elements there were also three rocks of varied size, a window and a mirror 
to be suspended from the ceiling, and a doorway attached to the platform.  
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Chapter II: Pre-production 
 
 Johnny Carson School Director Paul Steger selected the 2015- 2016 main stage season in 
the spring of 2015. He chose Dancing at Lughnasa to start the season in the Studio Theatre.  
Having not been Technical Director for a show in the Studio previously, he and Assistant 
Professor of Practice Mitch Critel decided I would serve as Technical Director for the production 
to gain experience in a black box space. 
 Every performance space has its own unique challenges. The Studio Theatre is no 
exception, with a motorized grid called a pod system.  The pod system contains nine rectangular 
trusses to lower said trusses independently for hanging lighting instruments.  This system works 
well for lighting instruments, but it can cause problems when attaching scenery to the trusses.   
In the case of Dancing at Lughnasa a large ceiling unit required suspension from several pods in 
order to place the ceiling in the desired location on the ground plan.  Placing the ceiling added 
complications to the entire set construction process, the locations needed for the rigging points 
were in-between the pods. Careful planning for the technical design of the unit was necessary in 
order to attach to the pods before construction began.  The Studio Theatre does not have a 
permanent seating arrangement for audience members, which gives flexibility to the design of 
each production. But it creates difficulty when creating a seating layout for 160 audience 
members.  The seating layout was the responsibility of Scenic Designer Peterson but I was in 
charge of assuring the correct configuration, satisfying the requirements for space by utilizing the 
stock riser platform system and the designer’s ground plan. 
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Figure 1.  Scenic Model by Kaitlyn Peterson 
 
Design meetings began during the Spring 2015 semester with the final design decided 
over the summer.  Upon agreement with the final design I began cost estimation of the initial 
design package to determine if the design was feasible within the $2,500 budget and the time 
allotted for the build.   
When I completed the cost estimates for the show, I scheduled a meeting with Scenic 
Designer Peterson to discuss the design and budget.  The initial design narrowly fit within the 
budget, though a few minor adjustments were necessary.  We opted to remove the framed walls 
and attach the fieldstone directly to the platform, eliminating some framing with minimal change 
to the design.  During that discussion we also decided to use a material called Pulp Art Surfaces 
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for the fieldstone walls.  We believed that Pulp Art came in manufactured panels resembling 
fieldstone and we would save on labor versus carving the fieldstone pattern out of foam.   
 Figure 2.  Pulp Art Fieldstone Panel 
 
After completing the estimate and making the needed adjustments to the design, I began 
refining the build processes and drafting all of the shop drawings needed for construction.  At 
this time, I created a build schedule, keeping in mind the order of elements at load-in and giving 
the paint shop adequate time to complete all painting treatments. 

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Chapter III: Construction 
 As the first show of the semester, the build for Dancing at Lughnasa could not officially 
begin until the lab students completed the shop safety orientation during the first week of classes.  
This orientation is a department policy to insure student safety when working with or around 
power tools.  The lab workers were students from THEA 112 Introduction to Theatre and THEA 
201 Technical Theatre Practice classes, many of whom have never used power tools nor had 
experience working on scenery construction.  
 In order to keep the build on schedule and use the labor force effectively, I divided the 
jobs up by skill level.  I utilized the skills of the other graduate teaching assistants to supervise 
lesser skilled labor for the assembly of the platforms and attaching the foam to the ceiling 
structure.  There were several jobs that lesser skilled students could accomplish without much 
supervision; they included cutting out the leaves for the tree branches.  Lab students built the 
branches with some instruction from me.   I then had the skilled workers assemble the door 
frames, stairs, wall framing, route the board look into the platforms, then tackle the shaping of 
the Pulp Art Panels.  Student labor poses an additional challenge to daily build schedules, 
because the number of student workers varied greatly from one day to the next.  The THEA 201 
students signed up for specific shifts to work in the shop, but students in THEA 112 only had to 
complete their required hours before the end of the semester, making their arrival unpredictable.  
Having a schedule for at least some of the workforce, I knew Wednesday was the day I had the 
most labor available, which helped to schedule certain activities such as platform load-in and 
audience riser set up.  Other projects required labor across several days, so the number of 
students working on a given project varied on a daily basis.   My goal was to have the same 
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students work on a project over multiple days.  Doing so gave students a sense of completion and 
helped them feel more connected to the production instead of just completing shop hours.     
Week 1 (August 24- August 29) 
The ceiling hung suspended from the grid, so the structure needed to be as lightweight as 
possible.  To achieve lightweight, we built a welded steel frame and covered it with foam to 
resemble large wooden beams.  The frame was too large to build inside the welding shop so I 
had graduate students Brendan Greene-Walsh and Travis Smith begin to cut and weld the frame 
together in the scene shop during the first week before the student workers arrived.  This 
procedure minimized the exposure of several students to the safety hazards of the welding 
process; those hazards included blinding light, flying sparks, and hot metal.  By having the 
welding completed before the wood construction began, we also reduced the risk of fire from 
welding sparks and wood dust in the air. After assembling the ceiling unit, I noticed an oversight 
on my drafting which resulted in an overly steep pitch to the roof structure.  I corrected the pitch 
by notching the steel frame in several places, bending the frame to the correct angle, then 
welding the notches back closed over the frame, once we had achieved the desired angle. 
Figure 3.  Welded Steel Ceiling Frame   
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Week 2 (August 31- September 4) 
When the lab students had completed their shop orientations, I had them assemble the framing 
for the platform.  The platform needed assembly before they could begin progress on the walls.  
The 14 x 16 main platform consisted of several smaller platforms, six of them measuring 4 x 8, 
and two of them measuring 2’-6” x 8 combined together with a   2 x 4 platform later to become 
the fireplace.  The platforms were framed with   2 x 4 lumber with ¾ medium density 
fiberboard (MDF) lids.  The students then routed the platforms to mimic 6 wide wooden planks.  
I chose to have the platforms connected together using coffin locks, which kept all the seams 
lined up and level after they dissembled the platforms in the shop and reassembled them in the 
performance space.  In order to attach coffin locks to the platforms we had to notch the 2 x 4 
frames and bolt the coffin locks into the MDF lid; if the locks did not align properly the seams 
would not line up correctly.  This process took the entire week and the end result was less than 
desirable. I therefore decided to forego the coffin locks and use bolts to attach the platforms 
instead.  If I had decided against the coffin locks from the beginning, the platforms would have 
been framed by Wednesday of that week. Students legged the platforms to the required 18   
height using compression legs.  The compression legs had 
two bevel cuts on the bottom to minimize each leg’s 
footprint, providing even contact to the floor in all places. 
 
 
Figure 4. Students working on Platform Framing 

 
 
Week 3 (September 8- September 11) 
Once the students had assembled platforms, we laid out the floor pattern which was to 
mimic planking.   To achieve the look of wood planks, we attached a straight piece of steel to the 
surface and used a router to run “grooves” in to the MDF. The router slipped off of its straight 
edge in several places but, since the floor was to appear worn with age, we made no attempts to 
repair it.   In the future, I realized, a jig would keep the router in alignment.  We then built two 
sets of stairs to provide access onto the platform, signifying the main and rear entrances of the 
cottage.  

 
Figure 5.  Routing wood planks into platforms
  Figure 6.  Wood Plank (detail) 

Designer Peterson wanted to make a visual connection between the platform and ceiling 
structures with a window and a door frame.  We built both of wood, with the door frame attached 
to the platform and the window suspended from the grid.  Peterson designed the door frame to be 
lower than a modern door so we created a mockup for use during rehearsal in case we needed to 
make adjustments to the height if needed.   The rehearsal process revealed that the door was 
indeed too low for one of the actors, so I worked with Peterson to make the adjustment before 
installing the finished door.  

 
 Lighting Designer Sheric Hall had concerns with the final height of the ceiling 
structure, which hindered his ability to get the appropriate angles to light the actors under the 
ceiling.  When creating his lighting plot and angle study he realized that the ceiling installed at 
the designed height would render him unable to light all of the stage effectively.  According to 
his drafting, he needed the ceiling raised 1 above the designed height to give him enough room. 
We soon set up a test with Scenic Designer Peterson and a mockup of the lower roof beam.  The 
test confirmed that the 1 adjustment would be sufficient to correct the problem.  With both 
designers in agreement, I made the change to set the bottom of the ceiling at 11 above the 
platform. 
Once the students had assembled the platforms, I had them cut the foam and begin to 
cover the roof structure.  They notched foam pieces to fit around the steel frame and laminate 
together to achieve the sizes needed.  To attach the foam to the steel and to each other we used 
3M Fastbond 30-NF contact adhesive, known as “green glue.”  They brushed the contact 
adhesive on both surfaces and waited for it to become tacky before allowing the pieces 
permanently to bond together, a process that normally took approximately 20 minutes.  However, 
the adhesive we used did not set up correctly, so we ended up using a different adhesive to attach 
the foam.  Once the students had attached all the foam pieces, graduate student Brendan Greene-
Walsh shaped the square blocks of foam to resemble the rough cut beams.  To give additional 
strength to the foam and give a good surface on which to paint, he placed cheesecloth coated in 
white glue on all the foam surfaces and laminated it to said surfaces. Once the cheesecloth 
laminate was dry, we coated it with elastomeric roof coating for durability to make the roof 
structure ready for the scenic painters. 
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Figure 7.  Attaching foam to ceiling 
 
In addition to the wooden beam structure of the roof, Peterson’s design called for the roof 
beams to have tree branches intertwining between the beams.  The designer wanted this detail in 
reference to the Sycamore tree in the script as well as to mirror the script’s observation that 
“things are not always remembered exactly how they appear in reality.”  To accomplish the tree 
branches, we used 1½ and 2 ethafoam rods again covered in cheesecloth and glue to help them 
hold their shapes and give them the ability to take paint.  I initially thought ¼” steel rods would 
need to be bent to form the shapes but during the process I realized we would not require the 
steel because the ethafoam and cheesecloth were stiff enough to hold the shape required.  I had 
lab students collect several small tree limbs from the green space across the street from the 
theatre, which they added to the ethafoam to complete the look of tree branches.  In order to 
make the tree limbs blend with the fabricated ethafoam branches, we also wrapped the tree limbs 
in muslin and painted all to match.  To construct the leaves, I cut template leaves from Lauan 
plywood which I transferred to several shades of green cardstock paper.  Lab students then cut 
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out the leaves with scissors s and glued to floral wire stems, thus producing leaves that were 
uniform in shape but individual in texture.  Students then twisted the stems into bundles of two, 
three, and four leaves attached to the limbs after the roof structure was in the performance space. 
They secured the branches to the roof structure using floral wire they spray painted brown.  This 
technique worked very well and the wire was virtually invisible, once the structure was in the 
space. 
 
   
Figure 8.  Ceiling with beginning of tree branches 
 
Week 4 (September 14- September 18) 
As work progressed on the leaves, we began framing and fitting the wall structures.  
These proved to be one of the more difficult parts of the build because the walls needed to be 
very low. They were at their highest points only 4 to 6 above the platform, to avoid cutting off 
any audience member sightlines.  The walls also needed to follow the uneven shape of the 
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fieldstone panels which meant traditional flat construction was unsuited for this application.  I 
decided to frame the walls using   1 x 4 stock assembled in an L-shape, popularly called a 
“hog’s trough.”  This method provided a means to attach the walls to the platform and provide 
some structure in the small profile of the walls.  The walls were to be finished on both sides, so I 
added 1 x 4 vertical members into the hog’s trough periodically to attach lauan to the inside of 
the walls.  After the basic framing of the walls was complete and lauan attached, I cut the 
fieldstone panels to the heights and shapes desired.  I subsequently used the fieldstone panels as 
templates to trim the wall framing matching the profile.  I designed the walls in sections so they 
could be attached after the platforms were loaded into the performance space.  Once we framed 
the walls, we attached the Pulp Art Surfaces fieldstone panels to the lauan exterior with Locktite 
Power Grab adhesive and staples, the manufacturer’s recommended installation.  I then used 
foam to fill the space between the interior and exterior sides of the walls and carved it to mimic 
the shape of the fieldstone.  
I chose to use the Pulp Art panels for this project because it is a fairly new product on the 
market, and according to the research I did on the product, it was quick and easy to install, giving 
the desired look.  Pulp Art Surfaces are panels formed from paper pulp to represent a variety of 
surfaces (such as brick or in this case fieldstone) designed specifically for the entertainment 
industry.  The paper pulp is mixed with water and pressed into a mold and allowed to dry.  We 
were then to fit the panels together like puzzle pieces.  Unfortunately, because the panels are 
molded while wet, they tended to shrink and warp, causing the seams not to line up cleanly.  The 
seams appeared tight in one section but there were large gaps in others.  I used painters’ caulk to 
blend the joints according to manufacturer’s recommendations, but because of warpage on the 
edges, the seams were still somewhat visible.  The company does not manufacture a pre-made 
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outside corner; they instead recommend cutting the ends of the panels with a miter joint to form 
the corner.  This process did not produce desired results. We opted instead to cut lose pieces 
from the panels and sculpt them to make clean corners, using the painters’ caulk to blend the 
seams.  The result was acceptable but the process required far too much time and labor.  The 
product was considerably more expensive than carving sheets of foam but the hope was the 
installation would save enough time, so the cost would be justifiable.  The hope was unjustified 
and ended ultimately in disappointment. 


Figure 9.  Wall (detail) prior to foam being carved 
 
While work was being completed on the walls, I had lab students complete the three 
rocks required for the outdoor area where actors sometimes sit.  To allow for attachment to the 
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stage floor, we cut the bases of the rocks from ¾ CDX plywood; foam was attached to the base 
and carved to the size and shape specified by the designer.  This made the rocks strong and stable 
enough for the actors to stand on top and jump between the rocks without the rocks moving. 

 
 
Build Schedule: 6 weeks 
Week 1 (August 24-29) 
• Cut and Weld steel frame for ceiling 
Week 2 (August 31- September 4) first week with lab students 
• Cut and Assemble all platform framing (6) 4x8, (2) 2-6”x8, (1) 2x4 
• Notch frames to install coffin locks  
• Install coffin locks and attach lids to platforms 
• Cut compression legs for platforms 
• Attach all platforms together  
• Build stairs 
• Fieldstone panels to paint 
Week 3 (September 8-11) 
• Route V grooves into platform lids. 
• Platforms to paint 
• Cut foam for ceiling structure 
• Install foam on ceiling 
• Cover ceiling with cheese cloth 
• Shape and cover ethafoam rods for tree branches 

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• Ceiling and tree branches to paint 
• Install flagstone panels for stairs and fireplace 
Week 4 (September 14-18) 
• Build Door Frame 
• Build Window 
• Framing for walls 
• Cut Lauan for wall interiors 
• Trim fieldstone panels to finished height 
• Install fieldstone panels and foam to wall framing 
• Cut and assemble leaves 
• Carve rocks 
• All scenic units in paint shop  
Week 5 (September 21-26) Scenic Load-in  
• Load in ceiling 
• Attach tree branches and leaves to ceiling  
• Load in platforms and secure to floor 
• Attach stairs to platform 
• Attach walls to platform 
• Finish wall corners 
• Install door frame 
• Install window and mirror 
Week 6 (September 28- October 3) Technical Rehearsals 
• Install metal fireplace structure  
• Configure audience risers and chairs 
• Build additional railings for audience risers 
• Adjust Black drapes to mask shop entrance 
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Chapter IV: Scenery Load-In 
 We allotted one week of shop hours for Scenery load-in, based on the one-hour limit 
associated with the professional model.  In a professional setting, load-in typically requires two 
12 hour days.  The UNL scene shop, however, works only four hours each day, so this time is 
spread out over 5 weekdays and a Saturday work call.   
Load-in began on Monday September 21, 2015 by attaching several of the lighting pods 
together in order to place rigging pick points to suspend the ceiling.  The position of the platform 
and ceiling units were such that several of the rigging points fell between the pods, making it 
necessary to link the pods together.  The ceiling was suspended by two points along the ridge and 
at the four outside corners.  The two points along the ridge carried most of the weight, while the 
four corners helped to level the ceiling and keep it from moving.  All of the ceiling points were 
rigged using  galvanized aircraft cable (GAC) attached to the pods using shackles, thimbles, 
pressed sleeve fittings, and turnbuckles.  The ceiling was not the only element rigged to the grid. 
Likewise, we suspended the window and mirror units using 1/16 GAC.  We installed the 
window and mirror later but we attached the points to the grid before the ceiling was in place to 
ease installation.  The window and mirror appeared to be floating because the 1/16 cable made 
it less visible than the larger    GAC.  We suspended the ceiling on Monday and secured it 
safely so rehearsal could take place Monday evening. The ceiling, however, needed to be leveled 
out and the points adjusted to be plumb.   
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Figure 10.  Installation of Ceiling   
 
We spent Tuesday completing all of the adjustments to the ceiling and attaching tree 
branches to the ceiling.  The goal was to get all of the work in the air completed before installing 
the platforms.  Tuesday was the last day we could use the motorized lifts under the ceiling.   
After Tuesday, we would have to complete work using ladders.    
 On Wednesday, I went into the theatre and attached four shop made plumb lines; they 
consisted of a string with a large washer attached at one end to the ceiling, which gave points 
near the floor indicating where the outside corners of the ceiling lined up to align the platforms.  
The lab students installed, leveled, and bolted all of the platforms together.  They secured the 
legs around the outside perimeter to the floor and used shims to correct any unevenness in the 
floor.  Once the platforms were installed the two stair units were attached to the platforms. The 
mockup door frame was installed to allow for the actors to test its size during rehearsal. 

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Figure 11. Platform and stairs loaded into space. 

 After Wednesday’s rehearsal, we determined the door frame was too low.  To begin load 
in on Thursday I met with Scenic Designer Peterson, we decided to add 4 to the make the height 
of the door 6 0.  To make sure this adjustment was enough, I modified the mockup to the new 
height and reinstalled it.  To save time once we determined the correct height, I cut holes into the 
platform for the final door frame to be installed.  We installed the fireplace platform with its 
walls attached.  The paint shop was continuing to work on the remainder of the walls, so we 
could not install the walls until Friday.  This was a good time to make sure the seating risers 
were correctly in place according to the ground plan.   
 With the majority of the scenic elements in place, we installed the walls on the platforms 
on Friday.  We agreed on the new height of the door during Thursday’s rehearsal, so the mockup 
was removed and the finished door frame was installed.  We then focused our attention on the 
corner transitions of the fieldstone walls but due to the time consuming nature of this process, we 
could not complete the transitions on Friday.  
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 The Saturday work call began with hanging the window frame and mirror from the 
rigging points previously installed.  We spent the rest of Saturday on finishing the corners of the 
fieldstone walls.  Technical Rehearsal started the following Friday which gave the remainder of 
the week to finish any small details and allowed the paint shop to work on the wall transitions 
between of the fieldstone and the rough plaster interior and any touch up needed after install.   
 
Figure 12.  Fieldstone Wallsand Corners
The only scenic element not completed by Monday was a metal structure for the fireplace that 
served as a place to hang pots for cooking.  Once the designer completed her final design for the 
structure, we used lightweight metal electrical conduit (EMT) to build it.   The initial attempt to 
bend the conduit did not work, so I purchased pre-bent 90 degree corners and welded the parts 
together.  

 
  Figure 13.  Metal Fireplace Unit before paint 
 
 To prepare for technical rehearsals students cleaned the audience risers cleaned and 
placed the chairs. Once all of the chairs were in place I conducted a seating count and determined 
the initial audience seating layout was not correct. We had only enough seats for 142 audience 
members and we had sold tickets for 160 seats.    I re-configured the seating ground plan ending 
up with 160 seats plus 2 dedicated handicap accessible spots.  This new configuration presented 
another obstacle, due to the new riser configuration.  There were not enough railing sections to 
allow for audience safety. We fabricated railings sections out of 1” square steel and installed on 
the risers to correct the problem. 
Figure 14.  Shop Built Railings installed on Audience Risers  
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Chapter V: Technical Rehearsals 
Technical Rehearsal (part 1) October 2, 2015 5:30-10:30 
Technical Rehearsal (part 2) October 4, 2015 1:00-6:00 
Notes: 
• Attach rocks to stage floor- completed at the beginning of rehearsal with input on 
position from the Director and Scenic Designer 
• Floor bounces during dance scenes- add legs to minimize movement 
• Trim strings on tree branches 
• Add leaves to increase density 
• Paint all rigging hardware black 
• Add clamps to masking track to keep curtains in place 
• Add railing sections to audience risers 
• Lobby door squeaks- lubricate hinges to conceal actor entrances 
• Add scrim to window in booth so actor is not visible during the scenes from the sycamore 
tree 
Dress Rehearsals (October 5 and 6) 
• Clean audience chair bases and vacuum seats. 
• Install remaining rail sections on audience risers 
 
All notes were completed during shop hours before preview night on October 7. 
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Chapter VI: Performances 
The production of Dancing at Lughnasa opened on October 8, 2016 and ran for two 
weeks with performances on October 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18.  All performances ran 
smoothly with the exception of the evening of October 9.  During the dance call 30 minutes 
before house open, everyone heard a loud crack because a section of the platform had become 
soft.    I received a call from Stage Manager Amy Almond, and I rushed back to campus.    I 
determined that one of the platform framing members had cracked, so I attached an additional   
2”x 4” piece of lumber along the broken member, using a construction method called “sistering.”  
The added “sister” provided a temporary fix for the performance.  The repair was completed 
quickly but the house manager held opening for 15 minutes.  Before the next performance, I 
made a permanent repair as well as inspected all of the other framing to insure this would not be 
a continuing problem.   
In order to save money on the budget, I had reused some 2”x 4” lumber from past shows.  
The crack was a result of using older lumber that had become dried out and fatigued.  The 
platforms were solid under normal conditions, but the dancing scenes placed additional stress on 
the framing, causing it to flex.  New lumber is kiln dried to a low moisture content around 10% 
when it comes from the mill to reduce warping, but that small amount of moisture helps the 
fibers in the wood to remain flexible and bounce back.  As the lumber ages, the moisture dries 
out and the fibers can become brittle.  This problem could have been avoided if I had attended a 
rehearsal to understand the style of dancing and made the adjustment to the construction earlier 
in the build.  I recognized the deflection as a potential problem during technical rehearsals and 
added more support in the sections that I noticed the most bounce, but unfortunately the section 
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that cracked was not a section I had reinforced.  After the repair was completed there were no 
further incidents during the remainder of performances.     
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Chapter VII: Strike 
 The production ended with a matinee performance on Sunday, October 18 which was 
followed immediately by strike of the show.  The week before strike I met with the individual 
department heads to discuss each department’s needs during strike.   
There were a few logistical challenges that occurred between the scene shop and electrical 
crew because the ceiling unit’s attachment to the grid created problems for both. I met with 
House Electrician Kathy Turner to discuss a strategy that would make the best use of time 
between the scenic carpenters and the electricians.  Because the ceiling piece was suspended 
from points that locked several of the pods together, the ceiling would need to come down and 
all of the attachments would need to be removed before the pods could be brought in to strike the 
lighting instruments.  Before we removed the ceiling, however, we needed to strike the platform.   
We determined that in order to use time most effectively, the electricians would begin 
removing the lighting instruments around the perimeter of the space until the scenic carpenters 
removed the platforms.  Once they removed the platforms, carpenters used the genie lifts to 
remove the ceiling and take down all of the attachments from the pods.  As soon as the pods 
were freed, the electrics crew were to bring in the pods and strike the remaining lighting 
instruments and cables.   
I divided cast and crew assignments among the scene shop, prop shop, and electrics crew.  
The run crew helped the props shop clear all of the props from the space and return items to prop 
storage.  The sound and light board operators helped with electrics crew to remove any sound 
equipment from the space.  I divided cast members equally between the scene shop and the 
electrics crew. 
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Scenic Strike Schedule:  
• Remove Stairs 
• Remove Rocks 
• Remove walls from platforms 
• Unbolt platforms and unscrew from floor 
• Take all scenery to scene shop to remove hardware 
• All materials to dumpster 
• Electrics will hand off genies/ scissor lift to scene shop to disconnect all rigging for 
ceiling, window, and mirror 
• Remove all attachments from pods 
• Use pod 5 to lower in ceiling piece  
• Cut ceiling into 2 pieces to remove from studio  
• Clear all audience chairs and risers 
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Chapter VIII: Budget 
 The total scenic budget for the production was $2,500.00.   In my initial costing of the 
scenic elements I included 10% budget for paint, a 12% contingency for miscellaneous expenses 
during the build and $250.00 for a dumpster at strike.  The scene shop supplied the consumable 
materials such as screws, bolts, staples, and rigging supplies.  The show budget included any 
materials, specialty adhesives, and hardware needed to complete the build.   
The summary below is the reconciliation of receipts for materials I had direct control of 
ordering. The tables are broken down by scenic unit, several units were built from materials left 
over from the units listed below so they were not included in the breakdown.  In addition to the 
items purchased, some materials, such as the 2x4 lumber for the platforms and ethafoam for the 
tree branches, were recycled from previous productions. 
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Chapter IX: Conclusion 
 The Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film’s production of Dancing at Lughnasa 
was a great example of what a thesis project in Technical Direction should embody.  It enabled 
me to utilize many of the skills I have learned during my tenure at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln.  This project encompassed all of the elements I will in all likelihood encounter in a 
career as a Technical Director, including the estimation of materials and labor, designing the 
construction techniques, drafting of the shop drawings, research and use of new materials, 
managing shop workers, problem solving, and collaboration with other members of the 
production team. 
While some decisions I made proved to not be the best solution, the knowledge I gained 
from those experiences will prove invaluable throughout my career.  The size and shape of the 
walls were anything but traditional and offered me the opportunity to develop a standardized 
method of construction based on common theatrical practices used in a different way.  The 
dancing scenes were a great example of the amount of stress placed on the platforms and gave 
me better understanding of how materials perform under those stresses and how the components 
of the system work as a whole.  The ceiling unit used basic rigging skills and provided a good 
collaboration with the Scenic Designer and Lighting Designer.  The rocks utilized a construction 
method different from the platform, while still providing the structural support and durability on 
which the actors stood and performed.    
The production could not have been successful without the skills of fellow student artists.  
The Studio Theatre is a very intimate space with audience members seated within a few feet of 
the set. With an arena configuration, the scenic elements had to be finished on all sides with 

 
exacting detail.  Audiences would have seen any flaws in construction and would have detracted 
from their enjoyment of the production.  The lab students who came to work in the shop, many 
with no experience as scenic carpenters, had great attitudes and an eagerness to learn which 
made them all valuable members of the crew.  The complex nature of many elements, such as the 
fieldstone walls, required no small degree of trial and error, I am thankful for the patience and 
willingness of my fellow graduate teaching assistants, shop staff, and lab students to help 
develop and implement successful methods to complete these units.   
I am also grateful for the open communication and ease of collaboration with all 
members of the production team in answering any questions. Their willingness to find solutions 
collectively to any complications during the build was essential, and their openness and 
professionalism were vital to keeping the build on schedule and within budget.  I feel Dancing at 
Lughnasa was an optimal production to serve as my thesis project. 
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   Appendix B-i 
Appendix B: Construction Drawings 
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
Appendix C:  Construction Photos 
 
 
Figure 15.  Door Frame under construction 
 

Figure 16.  Stair #2 Framing and Treads 
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
Figure 17.  Stair #1 Framing 
 

Figure 18.  Stair #1 w/ Treads 
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
Figure 19.  Painted floor w/ wall framing 
 

Figure 20. Carving foam for walls 
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
Figure 21.  Outside corner of fieldstone walls before transition 


Figure 22.  Outside corner of fieldstone w/ transition 
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
Figure 23.  Tree branches being formed 
 

Figure 24. Leaves being assembled 
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
Figure 26.  Getting ready to suspend the roof 


Figure 27.  Installing tree branches 
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Appendix D:  Production Photos 

Figure 28.  set w/ window and door frame 

Figure 29.  Detail of fireplace and wall transitions 
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
Figure 30.  detail of branches and leaves 

Figure 31.  detail of rocks 
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Figure 32.  set w/ rocks (photo courtesy of Sheric Hull) 
 

Figure 33.  Act I. four of the sisters in the cottage 
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